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Imperial excess
Governors must work within constitutional parameters, not as agents of the
Centre.
Highlights:
1. West Bengal Chief
Minister
Mamata
Banerjee’s
outburst
against Governor was
not a first but it brought
to the fore, yet again,
the role of the Governor
in relation to the elected
government
and
legislature.
2. West Bengal governor
and his counterparts in
Tamil Nadu and Maharashtra appear to be testing the limits of their power and
confronting the elected governments and legislatures in recent weeks.
3. Mr Dhankhar also had a run-in with Assembly Speaker Biman Banerjee
recently, on the premises of the State Assembly. He has withheld assent to the
Howrah Municipal Corporation (Amendment) Bill 2021, delaying polls to the
civic body.
4. He has made allegations of impropriety in welfare schemes, questioned
Government claims about investments in the State, and taken up the cudgels
for the Opposition BJP.
Excesses in Maharashtra and Tamilnadu:
1. In Maharashtra, Governor Bhagat Singh Koshyari has stalled the election of
Speaker since the post fell vacant in February 2021. He has taken umbrage
over the amendments in the legislative rules for holding the Speaker’s election
through voice vote instead of secret ballot.
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2. The Governor’s view that the State Assembly cannot decide its own rules is
unacceptable to the ruling coalition but is being cheered by the Opposition
BJP.
3. Earlier, He had refused to accept the recommendation of the Council of
Ministers on the nomination of 12 members to the Legislative Council until
the matter reached the High Court.
4. In Tamil Nadu, Governor R.N. Ravi has not acted upon the T.N. Admission
to Undergraduate Medical Degree Courses Bill, adopted by the Assembly in
September 2021.
5. The Governor is required to either send it to the President of India for approval
or return it for reconsideration by the Assembly, but the indefinite delay in
taking a decision amounts to undermining the legislature and is unjustifiable.
6. The Bill relates to a question of State-Centre relations, as it proposes to
dispense with the National Eligibility cum Entrance Test (NEET) for medical
graduate admissions in the State.
7. NEET has been criticised for curtailing State powers, and the Governor’s
delay in processing the Bill is only aggravating the situation. Some of these
issues may require debate and discussion before resolution. But any imperial
overtone of Governors can only do harm to the constitutional scheme of
things.
Basics on Governor’s Constitutional Position:
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Executive Powers of governor:

Legislative powers of governor:
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Financial Powers of Governor:

Judicial Powers of Governor:

Emergency Powers of Governor:
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Creating jobs by increasing CAPEX
The thrust on capital expenditure is laudable, but it comes with some caveats and
risks.
Employment in India:
1. Data from the International Labour Organization (ILO) suggest that India’s
employment to population (over the age of 15) ratio has steadily dropped from
55% in 2005 to 43% in 2020.
2. In 2020, it was 52% in Bangladesh, 63% in China and 73% in Vietnam.
Specifically, women form just 20% of India’s workforce, while they comprise
between 30% and 70% of the workforce in the other three countries.
3. Further, CMIE data suggest that across manufacturing and services, India lost
nearly 1 crore jobs between December 2016 and December 2021.
4. Amidst a global and domestic context muddied by the COVID-19 pandemic,
Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman, and indeed the entire administration,
has their job cut out, trying to enable the creation of sustainable jobs over
time.
5. In the 2022-23 Budget speech, she went all-in on allocating ample money
towards productive infrastructure investments as the way forward.
Jobs through CAPEX:
1. For the next fiscal year FY23, she has increased her capital expenditure budget
– or investments into productive capital creation – to ₹7.5 lakh crore, 24%
higher than the FY22 revised estimate of ₹6 lakh crore.
2. Alongside she has pencilled in just 1% increase in revenue expenditure, i.e.,
into items such as salaries, pensions, interest, and subsidies. In this regard, she
is continuing a trend that she started in last year’s Budget.
3. Between FY11 and FY21, capital expenditure averaged just 12% of the
government’s overall expenditure. For the current FY22, that ratio increased
to 16%, and for FY23, the Finance Minister has proposed to take it to 19%.
4. The intent and commitment behind this strategy are clear and laudable. The
expectation is that sustained investment in roads, railways, freight corridors,
power, renewable energy along with initiatives such as Production-Linked
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Incentives (PLI) and other enabling legislation, will create the conditions for
drawing in private sector investments into manufacturing, and foster job
creation and sustainable growth.
The key lies in execution
1. But as with everything else, this strategy does come with a few caveats and
risks. First, not all the headline capital expenditure is indicative of fresh
greenfield investments.
2. Second, while there is a visible thrust on hard capital expenditure, the outlays
towards critical areas such as education, healthcare and urban infrastructure
remain subdued. One would think investments in these areas are equally, if
not more critical, than hard infrastructure alone.
3. Third, the thrust on capital expenditure has resulted in notably higher fiscal
deficit numbers than expected.
4. Notwithstanding the intent and commitment, such high fiscal deficits can put
pressure on interest rates and the Reserve Bank of India, even as it raises the
risk of inflation, higher current account deficits, and attendant threats to
financial stability.
5. Alongside, ease of doing investments have to be continually addressed,
especially around key areas such as land acquisition, contract enforcement,
and policy stability.
6. Sustained investments in manufacturing and value-added services hold the
key to the growth of small businesses, jobs, and our economic well-being.
Ultimately, the key lies in execution. The Finance Minister has provided ample
funds for the infrastructure thrust. It is up to the entire administration – Central,
State, and local – to ensure that the funds are utilised in a timely fashion, and
result in the delivery of world-class infrastructure.
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